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The growth-rate expectations we have been investigating were formed by
security analysts to aid them in judging the worth of common stocks. In
addition to the questions about the accuracy, agreement, and complete-
ness of the analysts' forecasts that we investigated in chapter 2, these data
prompt two further queries: How are expectations of the future growth of
earnings related to the value of common stock? Do security analysts'
forecasts represent the expectations that actually affect the prices of
securities?
Any consideration of these questions requires the use of some theory
of the formation of the prices of common stocks in which the expected
growth rates of earnings play an important role. The theory should also
encompass explicitly major features of the expected growth rates that we
uncovered in examining these data. We especially need to recognize in
the theory the diversity of expectations that was so evident in our data.
3.1 The Role of Security-Valuation Models
The obvious theory to begin with is the capital-asset pricing model
(CAPM) developed initially by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Mos-
sin (1966). This theory is now widely used as an approach to security
valuation. It provides explicit hypotheses about the relative structure of
security prices based on expectations about the returns to investors in
securities, and it is now the dominant valuation model.
The CAPM has a number of theoretical and empirical weaknesses.
Ross (1976, 1977) has developed a different model based on arbitrage
considerations. This arbitrage pricing theory (APT) uses a less general
assumption about the nature of security returns than the CAPM, but this
limitation is balanced by the less restrictive assumptions about investor
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behavior adopted by the APT. The key assumption for the APT concerns
the nature of returns—an assumption we describe below—and not the
arbitrage considerations. We can obtain virtually the same conclusions
about valuation as can be obtained with APT by using an alternative
argument concerning diversification together with the central assumption
of the APT about returns. In our argument, we assume that utility-
maximizing behavior leads a number of investors to choose portfolios
which are extensively diversified. The occurrence of such diversification
then turns out to imply a particular structure of security prices. This
alternative argument has the advantage of being somewhat less sensitive
than other asset-pricing theories to variations in some other key assump-
tions. At the same time, if the CAPM should actually be the appropriate
theory, then it gives the same results as the diversification theory pro-
vided that returns do follow the assumed pattern.
None of these theories explicitly relates expectations of returns to
characteristics of the issuers of securities, or to investors' perceptions of
them, including the growth rates of their earnings and dividends. Instead,
the models concentrate on the returns to be received directly by inves-
tors. These returns include payments made by the issuers of securities—
in particular, dividends. The returns also include changes in the market
values of securities, that is, capital gains. Current market prices are
determined in the valuation theories by expectations about future re-
turns. Presumably market prices in the future will also be determined by
the expectations that will be held at the time of that valuation as well as by
the operation of the valuation process in the future. In order to judge the
value of securities today, investors should logically concern themselves
with predicting future expectations.
Most models ignore this aspect of the logical structure of valuation.
Indeed, they are usually expressed in a rate-of-return form which hides
the implicit problems created by the model's requiring expectations of
how the model itself will operate later. The major explicit exceptions
occur in papers by Stapleton and Subrahmanyam (1978) and by Ohlson
and Garman (1980). The valuation model developed in this chapter will
wrestle explicitly with the problems of expectations about future market
valuation. We relate future expected prices to expectations of the growth
of earnings and find that the price-determination process is internally
consistent.
3.2 A Diversification Model of Security Valuation
3.2.1 The Basic Model
Heuristically, we start from the insight that prompted Sharpe (1964) to
develop the CAPM. Sharpe's insight was that variations in the returns to99 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
different securities are related to each other through common depen-
dence on a small number of events or variables.
1 Any risks specific to the
security can be removed by diversification. Portfolios typically are diver-
sified, but even investors with very widely diversified portfolios, contain-
ing only small holdings of very many securities, do not avoid the risks
coming from the common elements. Investors must therefore be receiv-
ing appropriate rewards in order for them to be willing to bear these risks.
There is no need to reward investors for bearing the risks specific to
individual securities since such risks can be "diversified away." Security
returns (and so security prices) must exhibit certain patterns in order that
the appropriate rewards should exist in the sense that bearing systematic
risk does receive a premium but bearing specific risk does not. We will
argue that the key element in this description is that investors' portfolios
may be considered to be extensively diversified. If this is the case, security
prices must exhibit a certain type of pattern.
The situation which we consider may be characterized as follows:
a) There are / types of marketable securities. Associated with each
security is a one-period total return of r, (dollars) per unit of security,
which accrues to the holders of the security. The (proportionate) rate of
return over the period is -ny, defined as -ny = rj/pj - 1, where pj is the price
of the security.
b) The returns may be treated as random variables. The critical
assumption for the diversification argument, as for the Ross APT, is that
these random variables have the following structure:
(3.2-1)
Here jxy is a fixed parameter giving the expected return of security /,
7 = 1,...,/. The fk are K random variables, each with mean zero.
2 It is
assumed that k<J. In fact, we would expect there to be very few factors
while there are a large number of securities. The yjk are coefficients. The
ey are random variables, independent of the fk and of the other em,m+ j.
In statistical terms, this is the factor-analysis model, which we used for
other purposes in chapter 2; but here we are not assuming that the fk are
normally distributed or necessarily that they are independent of each
other.
1. It is easy to overlook the fact that Sharpe's model does not really conform to this
insight since he does not assume any particular structure for the covariance matrix of
returns. The insight is also suggested in Myers (1968), from which the diversification model
might be derived.
2. Insofar as the factors do not have mean zero, their expectations multiplied by the
coefficients yjk are incorporated in the expected returns (x;-..100 Chapter Three
Use of this structure in the present context is intended to capture the
hypothesis that returns are related only through a limited number of
common factors and are otherwise independent of each other. These
factors may be considered to include movements in the general stock
market, in economic activity, in the rate of inflation, and so on. Equation
(3.2-1) also embodies the highly restrictive assumption that the depen-
dence of returns on the common factors is linear.
3 As we shall see, this
restrictive and rather arbitrary aspect of the assumption is important to
the results to be obtained and can be relaxed only to a limited extent.
Note that (3.2-1) is expressed for returns rather than rates of return. We
consider the alternative in section 3.2.2.
c) There are a number of investors, indexed by i, who choose their
holdings of securities vyf,; = 1, ...,/, so as to maximize the expected
utility of end-of-period returns R{ = S/= i r;vy7. In doing so, they are aware
of the process by which returns are generated, given by (3.2-1). Each
investor takes the prices of securities as given, unaffected by his own
decisions. In carrying out the maximization, the investor is constrained by
his initial holdings of securities v;7; that is, his budget constraint is
(3.2-2) ipjVji= ipjvji.
7 = 1 7=1
Thus, letting Ut represent the investor's utility function, the investor's
portfolio choice can be considered to maximize
(3.2-3)
subject to constraint (3.2-2). As usual, the investor's utility function Ut is
assumed to be monotonically increasing, with continuous first deriva-
tives, and concave (so that the investor is risk-averse).
d) As a result of maximizing their utility functions given the prices that
they observe in the market, at least some of these utility-maximizing
investors hold extensively diversified portfolios in the sense that the
holding of each of these investors of a number of securities is sufficiently
small that each one regards his exposure to the specific risks of each of
these securities—that is, to the risks coming from the random variations
in their e/s—as being trivial. Explicitly, we shall consider a portfolio to be
extensively diversified with respect to a security when the investor's
marginal disutility of the exposure to the specific risk of the security can
be considered negligible relative to the marginal disutility of the system-
3. A discussion of the nature of the factors can be found in Roll and Ross (1980). The
common-factor structure (3.2-1) was earlier used in a valuation model by Fama (1971),
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atic risk exposure to the common factors. We shall correspondingly
define his holding of such a security as being extensively diversified.
The investor's choice can be characterized by the first-order conditions
for maximization of (3.2-3) subject to (3.2-2), namely,
(3.2-4) EfyUl) - XiPj = ^E{Ul) + ljikE{fkUd + E(ejU't)
where U- = dU^R^IdRf, \t is the Lagrange multiplier of the constrained
maximization problem, and it has the standard interpretation of being the
marginal utility of wealth. Dividing (3.2-4) by X, yields
(3.2-5) Pj = jiyflo,- + Z^jiflki + E(ejUft/\i.
Note that the coefficients aki are the same for all securities /.
All terms of (3.2-5) depend on the overall variability of return since
they arise from taking the expectations of U- and its covariances with
other random variables. Within this overall dependence, we may regard
the first term on the right-hand side of (3.2-5) as giving the marginal effect
of variation in the holding of security; through the expected return of this
security. The second term reflects the marginal effect arising through
variation with the various common factors of the return of the yth secur-
ity. The final term reflects the marginal specific risk being introduced into
the portfolio through security/. These last two terms reflect the effect of
security ; on the risk of the portfolio since they arise only from the
concavity of the utility function and from the stochastic nature of returns.
If we denote the distribution of the random variables as G(-), the
numerator of the last term in (3.2-5) can be written as
(3.2-6) E(ejU& = U\du\ ^ (p., +JX
xdG(fu. . . ,fk,eu. . . ,ej).
Since L£ is concave, for any given values of the other random variables U/
is monotonically decreasing (increasing) in cy- as v,, is positive (negative).
Since we assume that ey is independent of other random variables and has
mean zero, the expectation in (3.2-6) therefore has a sign opposite to that
of Vji. The continuity of £//in Rt ensures that (3.2-6) is continuous in v;7.
The last term of (3.2-6) can thus be made arbitrarily small by choosing vy,
small enough.
One might also presume that the concavity of the utility function would
mean that the absolute size of (3.2-6) increases with the absolute value of
Vjt. This ignores the effect of changes in v;i on (3.2-6) through changes in
exposure to other factors. In other words,102 Chapter Three
(3.2-7) diejUft/dvji = U'lej + U'le^ + Uft^ yJkfk,
and the intuitive argument applies strictly to the first term. Suitable
additional assumptions would need to be made if it were to apply to the
expectation of (3.2-7). The argument does apply to d
2E(Ui)/dvfi
In contrast to the final terms of (3.2-6), the coefficients aki of the yjk do
not depend primarily on the amount of ;th security chosen. Instead,
aki = E{fkU^I\i depends on how Ul(Rt) varies with fk. If we assume that the fk are independent of each other,
4 this correlation depends primarily
on X^ = i yjkvhi, which may be regarded as the total exposure of the
portfolio to fk, and not just on the exposure coming from the/th security
"YjkVji. Indeed, continuing to assume that the fk are independent of each
other, if Si = 1 yhk
vM
 = 0, then U\ does not vary with fk and aki is zero in
(3.2-5) even though 7,^ may be nonzero. This contrast between the last
two terms of (3.2-5) reflects the assumption that the investor is only
vulnerable to fluctuations in e; through his holding of security; while he is
vulnerable to the common factors through all his holdings.
Our central hypothesis about the extent of diversification states that
the first of the risk terms in (3.2-5), Xf= 1T^*,-, is large relative to the last
term. Indeed, we assume that vy, is so small that the last term can be








o small that the aki can be overlooked. With such diver-
sification, equation (3.2-5) can be approximated by
K
(3.2-8) pj = \xjaOi + £ i yjkaki.
The price of the security may be treated as a linear function of its
expected return and its own coefficients for each of the common factors.
As expressed in equation (3.2-8), it might seem that the coefficients of the
linear function are specific to the investor i, but this cannot be the case if
diversification is widespread.
Suppose that the number of securities being held by some investor i for
which (3.2-8) holds exceeds (K+ 1), the number of factors plus one.
Then the price of these securities must be determined in such a way that
they obey approximately a linear equation, namely, (3.2-8). Similarly,
suppose that another investor, say, h, has extensively diversified holdings
(that is, values of vjh which are sufficiently small that [3.2-8] gives a close
4. The specification does not require independence of the^, and this assumption is used
here only to aid heuristic interpretation of the model. Note that if the fk are not independent,
the aki will not necessarily be zero when Si = 1 yhk
vhi
 = 0- The assumption is usually made in
the statistical factor-analysis model to obtain identifiability of the -y,*; but as we explain in
section 3.4, our empirical implementation of the model will be along somewhat different
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approximation to [3.2-5]) of at least (K + 1) of these securities. Then the
coefficients for investor h, akh {k = 0, . . . , K), must be the same as
those for investor i, and the prices of all the securities of which his
holdings are extensively diversified must also obey the same linear equa-
tion (3.2-8). Furthermore, if a third investor has extensively diversified
holdings of at least (K + 1) securities of which at least one of the other
two investors has extensively diversified holdings (even if neither holds
[X + 1] of these securities himself), then the coefficients for the third
investor must be the same as those for the other two, and any other
securities of which his holdings are extensively diversified will have prices
which exhibit the same linear structure.
More generally, then, if investors diversify extensively and if there is
sufficient overlap among investors in the securities of which their holdings
are extensively diversified, we can proceed sequentially in the way out-
lined to build up a set of securities found in the extensively diversified
parts of some portfolios, all of which must (approximately) obey equa-
tions of the form
K
(3.2-9) pj = iijoo +
Equation (3.2-9) expresses the main conclusion of the diversification
model about security prices. Implicitly it claims that the market deter-
mines prices for the characteristics of expected return and association
with the common factors but gives a zero value to specific risk. That this
pattern of prices must exist is inferred from the "stylized fact" of reason-
ably wide diversification by some investors, given the other assumptions.
It is worth noting that the argument inferring the pattern of prices does
not turn on the process of equilibrium price determination, but on the
pattern of demand of some investors that is assumed to be observed.
Returning to equation (3.2-5), we can say that it will be the case that
any investor having extensively diversified holdings of (K + 1) securities
to which (3.2-9) applies must have extensively diversified holdings of all
of them because the final terms of (3.2-5) must be negligible for all these
securities. Therefore the argument concerning the overlapping se-
quences of diversified holdings may seem needlessly complicated. How-
ever, the argument remains applicable even when other considerations
prevent investors from having extensively diversified but nonzero hold-
ings of all securities to which (3.2-9) might apply. It is indeed the ability of
this theory to withstand changes of asumptions and restrictions that
makes it appealing.
3.2.2 Variations in Investors' Opportunities
The diversification argument is insensitive to many institutional consid-
erations to which other valuation arguments are vulnerable. It holds up
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of short-selling, or to costs that limit the number of securities that it is
practical or desirable to hold.
It is highly questionable whether allowing negative holdings on the
same terms as positive ones well approximates the situation that investors
do face. Although short-selling goes part way to providing for the
assumed opportunities, it does not really offer them fully. As Miller
(1977) and Jarrow (1980) point out, there are significant costs and fore-
gone opportunities in short-selling as well as institutional impediments
that are not trivial.
A prohibition of negative holdings does not alter the form of the
first-order conditions for securities of which a positive amount is held.
Formally the investor may be regarded as maximizing (3.2-3) subject to
(3.2-2) and the constraint
(3.2-10) vy7>0; ; = 1, ...,/.
The first-order conditions (3.2-4) now become
(3.2-11) \LjE(U't)+ I yJkE(fkU't) + E(ejUt)
+ tyi - XiPj = 0.
The additional term i|/y7 is the non-negative Kuhn-Tucker multiplier aris-
ing from constraint (3.2-10). It has the usual property that i|>;/vy, = 0.
Hence, for securities for which vy/>0, (3.2-10) reduces to (3.2-4) and the
diversification argument continues to hold for small positive holdings.
The prices of these securities therefore conform with the relationship
(3.2-9). Thus, if utility-maximizing decisions yield diversified portfolios
when negative holdings are not allowed, the earlier conclusion about
prices applies: the prices of securities which investors do hold in diver-
sified portfolios must exhibit the linear structure shown in (3.2-9).
We saw earlier that E(ejU-) = 0 when vy, = 0. For securities for which
(3.2-10) is binding, we can rewrite (3.2-11) as
K
(3.2-12) |xy^Ol- + £ yj/flki = Pj ~ tyi/K^Pjl
that is, securities which are not held by investor / are considered to be
overvalued by him. If the investor does have extensively diversified
holdings of at least (K+ 1) securities for which (3.2-9) holds, then his
values of aki equal the ak for these prices and i|jy, will be zero for all
securities to which the diversification argument applies. Constraint (3.2-
10) therefore only becomes interesting when other changes in the model
are made.
A similar argument to the one advanced when short sales are prohib-
ited applies when they are allowed but involve additional costs not
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securities of which the investor holds positive amounts. If these amounts
are also small, the final term is again insignificant, and so (3.2-9) still must
hold approximately.
Costs of various sorts may be associated with the number of different
types of securities held. If these diversification costs are sufficiently small,
the investor will be able to diversify extensively enough to eliminate
virtually all systematic risk. Given the list of securities held by a utility-
maximizing investor, the first-order conditions (3.2-4) apply to these
securities and the structure of prices (3.2-9) must also obtain approx-
imately if extensive diversification occurs. The argument developed in
the previous section about overlapping sets of securities becomes particu-
larly pertinent in this situation. With costs for the number of securities
held, we would not expect investors actually to hold all securities for
which (3.2-9) might hold. Instead, they will only proceed to the point
where the specific risk of securities held can be regarded as small. Never-
theless, securities connected to each other through some sequence of
extensively diversified holdings of the sort described in section 3.2-1 will
all obey the same equation even though any particular portfolio may
include only a small proportion of them. As diversification costs become
important, however, the specific-risk terms will also increase in impor-
tance in (3.2-5) as diversification becomes less extensive and so the
appropriateness of the approximation (3.2-9) becomes less apparent.
We have been considering investors' utility functions to be defined over
end-of-period return. Investors undoubtedly do have wider concerns. It
is hard to believe that investors' investment horizons are not multiperiod
or that their utility functions depend only on the returns of their portfolio
of securities. Fortunately, our conclusions are not sensitive to allowing
the utility function also to depend on other circumstances or variables
that may be correlated with the values taken on by "systematic" factors.
In this respect, the model easily overcomes the difficulties that Fama
(1970) showed could arise for valuation models from their being embed-
ded in a wider and multiperiod context. We may indeed think of the
factors as representing the general economic conditions that will affect
investors' investment and consumption opportunity sets and their other
income opportunities as well as the returns to securities.
We can readily expand the investor's utility function in (3.2-3) to
include other choice variables and dependence on other random aspects
of the state of the world. What matters is that the utility function depends
on security selection only through the effect that the amount of the
security held has on Rh because the argument relies on assuming that
dE(U^)/dVji = E[rjdUi/dRi\. Similarly the budget constraint may be a great
deal more complicated than (3.2-2) provided that vjt only enters it lin-
early, multiplied by pj. When these conditions are met, equations (3.2-4)
continue to express the first-order conditions for the security choices of a
utility-maximizing investor. The other critical assumption needed for the106 Chapter Three
diversification theory is that for some investors e; is correlated with Uj
only through its inclusion in Rt so that the final term of (3.2-5) is zero
when Vji is zero for such investors who do include security j in the
extensively diversified part of their portfolios. In other words, the second
critical condition is that
(3.2-13) E(ejUl) = 0 when Vji = 0.
This condition will hold if e; is independent of the other random variables
that affect the investor since the E(U-1 vy7 = 0) does not depend on e, and
hence (3.2-13) will hold. Such a condition seems a reasonable interpreta-
tion of the model, with the fk capturing correlations of returns not only
among themselves but also with other things that generally affect inves-
tors. The model does not preclude some investors' being affected by
variations in e; directly, but it would then predict that such investors
would not include security ; in the extensively diversified part of their
portfolios.
The diversification model is not insensitive to variations in the assump-
tion (3.2-1) made about returns, though some alterations of this assump-
tion can be made. While the assumption in (3.2-1) concerns the levels of
return per share, the model could easily be expressed in terms of rates of
return. Indeed, formally, if we divide equation (3.2-9) by pja0 and rear-
range, we obtain
(3.2-14) M-/RF = 1/flo " ^WaoXljk/Pj) •
Letting py = (x//?; - 1 = E(TTJ) and defining ajk as (y}^Pj), we can rewrite this equation as
(3.2-15) P, = &o + JjM/*.
The parameter b0 = l/a0 — 1 could be considered to be the risk-free rate
of interest, p. Stated differently, a0 = 1/(1 + p). With the prices pj being
treated as fixed, either way of writing the model is appropriate.
We might have assumed from the outset that, instead of equation
(3.2-1), the appropriate specification is
K
(3.2-16) iTy = py + ^ajkfk + tj •
Equation (3.2-15) might then appear to be a more appealing way of
writing the valuation conclusion of the model than equation (3.2-9).
Equation (3.2-14) can now be used to translate the model to equations
(3.2-1) and (3.2-9). Specification (3.2-1) has the advantage over (3.2-16)
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expected further return. Moreover, it makes clear that prices, rather than
investors' expectations, can adjust to bring about the structure of prices
and expected rates of return that is characteristic of the model. However,
over time equation (3.2-16) may show more stability than expression
(3.2-1) because, for example, unexpected capital gains might tend to arise
primarily through proportional changes in |x; and ^jk. Equation (3.2-16)
may therefore be a better basis for empirical work than assumption
(3.2-1), and will be so used later.
The assumption we cannot easily relax is the linear structure assumed
in (3.2-1) or (3.2-16). For instance, if r; depends on a few factors through
some nonlinear function, say, r;-(/i, . . . ,^,e;), then the first-order con-
ditions corresponding to (3.2-4) are
(3.2-17) Jr,{fly . . . J^UWddGiA, . . . , fK,eu . . . , ej)
These conditions do not in general seem to impose a useful structure on
prices even though diversification does occur.
This limitation of the model may seem unfortunate. Valuation, as
section 3.3 examines at more length, involves discounting returns over
time. This discounting will tend to introduce rather complicated non-
linearities into returns even though the underlying stochastic structure of
more basic elements is linear. The presumption of the diversification
model is that a linear structure still yields an adequate approximation, or
at least that investors act as if they believe it does.
The model can accommodate some forms of nonlinearity in (3.2-1).
For example, a polynomial dependence of returns on the factors would
simply introduce the coefficients of the polynomial separately into the
vaulation equation (3.2-9). A more interesting case arises when the
relationship is bilinear.
As we shall find in section 3.3, systematic variability of returns can be
considered to arise from two sources. The dividends that the investor can
expect will vary with general economic conditions as will the general
market appreciation of the company, which may produce capital gains.
We might consider the ^jk to reflect this sensitivity. The second source of
variability is that the market may change the value it places on these
characteristics. Such changes would result in price changes and produce
capital gains. That is, the ak coefficients in (3.2-9) may change, and there
is nothing in the diversification model to prevent such change. We might
then assume two sets of K factors (now without mean zero), fk and mk,
with means Jk and mk, respectively, where the second set of factors
represents potential random changes in market valuation. Then we might
replace (3.2-1) with108 Chapter Three
K
(3.2-18)
 rj=Pj+ 2 j
K _ _ K _ _
= |x;-+ % ljkfkmk+ 2 ijk(fk - fk)(mk - mk) k=l k=\
K _ _ K _ _
- 2 ijk{fk-fk)mk- X ijk(mk-mk)fk + k=l k=l
The first-order conditions corresponding to (3.2-4) yield
K _
(3.2-19) pj = (^ + £
A:=l
This is of the same form as (3.2-5), and diversification has the same
implications for the final term as it had in (3.2-5). Therefore, while the
exact interpretation of the a'ki coefficients has changed, the structure
(3.2-18) implies the same sort of price structure as does (3.2-1) when
there is diversification. Equations (3.2-18) and (3.2-19) might suggest
that we should be able to detect 2K factors in returns but that only K
factor coefficients enter valuation. However, the factors are actually the
fkmk, of which there are only K. The general form of (3.2-9) is also
preserved when some factors in (3.2-18) enter in a bilinear way and other
linearly, which would happen if some factors were not random, or if the
same m factor applied to more than one of the 7^ coefficients.
3.2.3 Diversity of Expectations among Investors
We have presumed in developing the diversification model that all
investors know the values of the key parameters \x} and 7,*, or at least that
they are all in agreement about what these values are.
5 This may not be a
good approximation, especially when the model is to be used with data
such as we examined earlier where differences among individual predic-
tors were prominent. Diversity of perceptions about the values of (x; and
yjk would seem to strike at the basis of the theory, which has relied on
there being a few common values for these parameters in order to obtain
the structure of prices. However, diversity of expectations causes us
difficulties mainly when negative holdings are prohibited or costly.
5. This assumption plays the role of the homogeneous expectations assumption in the
usual CAPM. It is not strictly speaking necessary that all investors have the same subjective
distribution of returns, as long as they do agree on the expected return and on the
coefficients of the common factors in each security's return.109 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
Suppose that each investor's perception of the process generating
returns corresponds to equation (3.2-1), but that different investors do
not use the same parameters so that investor i perceives return to be
generated by
K
(3.2-20) Tj = \Lfi + ^ i yjkifk + ejt.
The individual first-order conditions now give rise to
(3.2-21) Pj = iLjflM + Xjjkflu + EiejtUft/K-
If the portfolio is extensively diversified—again in the sense that the
investor's holdings of at least some securities are sufficiently small that for
these securities the last term of (3.2-21) is negligible—then the prices of
such securities must obey a linear relationship in the parameters that the
investor perceives.
Suppose another investor, m, also has extensively diversified holdings
of more than (K + 1) of the securities that investor i holds in small




By hypothesis, equation (3.2-22) applies to more than (K + 1) securities
so that the relationship in (3.2-22) cannot come about simply by adjust-
ment of the marginal utility coefficients aki. The investors' expectations
must themselves be related to each other through their approximately
obeying a linear relationship. To illustrate, if there is agreement on the
7;/t, equation (3.2-22) becomes
K
(3.2-23) JX/m = PjfiOi/aOm + £ 1 ljk{akm ~ <lki) < «0m
for all securities for which the holdings of both investors are well diver-
sified. This restriction on the |x;>n was not part of our original hypothesis
about investors' expectations. What we have found is that the hypothesis
of diversification across the same securities imposes a strong restriction
on the extent to which the expectations of different investors can differ, at
least with respect to the securities they hold.
The difficulty produced by diversification and diversity of expectations
can also be expressed in terms of prices. Suppose that two investors have
extensively diversified holdings of (K + 1) of the same securities. Then
we can express the prices of any securities of which the second investor
has an extensively diversified holding in terms of his expectations for that
security and the valuation coefficients of the first investor. To see this, let
Vt and Vm be the (K + 1) x (K + 1) matrices with rows made up of vectors110 Chapter Three
{tyi-Of/ii. • • • > Wand{|x/m,7ylOT, . . . , 7/7Cw}, for any (K + 1) securities
held in extensively diversified portfolios by each. We can then solve
(3.2-22) to obtain
(3.2-24) {aOm, . .. , aKm}' = V^V^, . . . , aKl}'
= Dmi{aOi, . . . , aKl}'.
The difficulty we noted is that Dmi must be the same no matter which
securities are selected for the V matrices provided both investors do have
extensively diversified holdings of them. Then we can write (3.2-21) as
(3.2-25) pj = {\xJm,yjlm, . . . , yjKm}Dmi{aOi, . . . , aKl}'.
The overlapping portfolios argument is also applicable in this situation.
If there is a matrix Dnm connecting investors n and m as in (3.2-24), then
we can let Dni = DnmDmi even though n and / do not have diversified
holdings of the same securities. Similarly, partial overlap of n with i and m
could produce the constraint.
The problem we now face is to account for diversification in the face of
diverse expectations. To do so, let us suppose that diversity of expecta-
tions among investors is captured by
(3.2-26) H= ^ + efi and
Ijki = Ijk + ^jkt>
where the additional terms e;/ and r\jki can be treated as random variables
having mean zero and being independent across investors. Condition
(3.2-22) now becomes
(3.2-27). (M7- + €y,-K-+ 2 (ljk
k=l
K
The parameters |x; and -y}k may represent the true parameters of the
process that is generating returns, but need only be the average of the
investors' perceptions. The most straightforward way for (3.2-27) to hold
is for the random terms to be equal to each other so that diversity of
expectations between investors about security parameters is actually
negligible for the diversified parts of their portfolios. The most reason-
able way for this to occur is for the random quantities to be zero. With
random differences among investors which have mean zero, we can
presume that an investor's expectations for many securities will be close
to the mean expectation and that these securities will be the ones of which
his holdings will be extensively diversified. In that case, the coefficients
aOi and aki must also be the same for all investors. In turn, prices will then
have to obey (3.2-9).Ill Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
To develop the argument more fully, rewrite (3.2-21) as
(3.2-28) EiejUft/K, = p, - (\ij + e>0;
K
As noted earlier, the left-hand side of this equation is zero when v;/ = 0
and otherwise has sign opposite to v,,. If diversification is expected to
occur in typical investors' portfolios so that the expected value (taken
across investors) of the left-hand side of (3.2-28) is zero, then
K
(3.2-29) pj = £(|xy + e/,.)flOl- + £1 [E(yjk +
k=l
for all i. Equation (3.2-29) is the same as (3.2-8), which produced the
valuation formula developed earlier.
6 Hence, even in the face of diverse
expectations among investors, the model of price determination con-
tinues to be valid if diversification is a good approximation to observed
behavior. The additional argument is that, because diversification implies
that investors' expectations obey restriction (3.2-22), we may safely treat
an investor's having extensively diversified holdings of securities as in-
dicating that his expectations about them are typical.
The diversification model with heterogeneous expectations does pre-
dict that investors will have certain holdings that are not small because
each investor's opinions may not be typical for some stocks. Investors will
have relatively large holdings of the securities they deem especially
attractive, involving them in a nontrivial exposure to the specific risks
they perceive these securities to bear. One would also expect that some
atypical holdings would be negative.
7
This consideration suggests that the argument for the diversification
model may not stand up well to a prohibition on negative holdings (or
substantial costs of short-selling). The weakness is especially pressing if
most portfolios, even extensively diversified ones, do not contain most
securities. This pattern of investor behavior implies, given the other
assumptions, that most investors perceive most securities to be over-
6. If €ji and r)jki are such that their medians and modes are the same as their means, then
the assumption that "typical" behavior in these senses is diversification produces the same
result.
7. Extensive short-selling does not occur, but we would attribute this phenomenon to
the significant transactions costs involved rather than to investors' having homogeneous
expectations. It is probably also the case that professional investment managers concentrate
their efforts on finding securities that appear especially attractive. They do not seek out
securities that may be overpriced.112 Chapter Three
valued or, at least, not more attractive than the securities in their port-
folios. Restriction (3.2-27) still must hold for the expectations of any pair
of investors with respect to securities in which each has extensively
diversified holdings. It is now less reasonable, however, to suppose that
this occurs because these expectations represent typical opinions and that
one can infer from diversification that the coefficients aki need to be the
same for all securities involved.
Suppose that, with negative holdings prohibited, investors hold only a
scattering of securities. These holdings represent the few securities that
they do not perceive to be overvalued. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions
(3.2-12) can be written for securities of which the investor has a zero
holding as
(3.2-30)
The inequality is reversed for ones he does hold.
The values of (^jiaOi + ^=1yjkiaki), which represent the marginal values of securities to investors ignoring specific risk, are random vari-
ables. Since, by assumption, most investors do not hold any particular
security, the value of this quantity for an investor who does hold the
security must be unusually high. It must therefore be in the upper part of
the distribution of this random variable. If we assume in the usual way
that the density function is smooth and unimodal, the density decreases
as this quantity increases.
For securities that an investor does hold,
K
(3.2-31) -EiejiUD/kiPj = (u^ + ^ijkflkdlPj ~
 l •
Diversification corresponds to small values of the right-hand side of
(3.2-31). But these values, being in the upper tail of a unimodal distribu-
tion, are more likely to fall in an interval of given width with lower bound
zero than to fall in any other positive interval of the same width. We may
therefore conclude that an extensively diversified holding of any particu-
lar security is more probable than a larger one. The diversification
argument used the observation of diversification to conclude that prices
must exhibit certain patterns. Now, however, observing diversification
only arises from the random nature of expectations and the observation
that any positive holding is unusual. Hence the apparently systematic
tendency to diversification may have no implication for security prices.
We have seen that equations (3.2-27) could happen to describe many of
the securities that the opinions and utilities of each investor lead him to
select without there being any systematic connection between the opin-
ions of different investors or between prices and the |x; and -yjk para-
meters. Any nondiversification tendencies that would arise from prices113 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
not following the linear relationship specified earlier are hidden and
frustrated by the non-negativity constraint which prevents the typical
(and less optimistic) opinion from finding expression in the market.
While we may properly conclude that all investors who do hold small
quantities of security / have the same value of the sum in (3.2-27), this in
turn does not directly tell us about valuation relationships expressed in
terms of more objective—or agreed upon—parameters.
Nevertheless, this argument against the diversification theory may not
be as devastating as it may first appear. To be sure, the costs of short-
selling are substantial (if not strictly speaking prohibitive), and some
major market participants are directly prohibited from selling short.
However, failure to hold most securities may arise from other sources.
There are several good reasons for portfolio managers to limit the
number of securities they hold. As is well known, adequate diversifica-
tion may easily be achieved with holdings of as few as twenty or thirty
securities and the addition of further securities to the portfolio will
probably reduce specific risk to an insignificant degree. Thus, for all
practical purposes, there is little additional benefit from full diversifica-
tion. On the other hand, there may be significant costs to increased
numbers of holdings. "Prudent man" rules are often interpreted as
requiring that someone from the investment company staff periodically
visit the managements and facilities of all companies held in the portfolio.
At the very least, these rules would require that periodic reports be
prepared for review by an investment committee. In addition, custodial
fees and audit charges, as well as the fees of collecting dividends and
other distributions, are partly a function of the number of types of
securities held. Thus there may be small but significant costs to more
extensive diversification, which after some point has only very small or
indeed negligible benefits. These costs may provide the reason for any
particular investor not holding most securities.
An investor contemplating adding another security to his portfolio has
to balance the advantages of the added holding against the increased
costs. The advantages come as increased expected returns or decreased
risk exposure. With extensive diversification, further decreases in risk
coming from still smaller holdings of those securities already included are
negligible. Against this decreased risk must be set the increase in risk
coming from the positive holding of the new security. The risk from the
new security increases with the size of the holding. Even if an unusually
high rate of return is expected, investment will occur only if the quantity
held can be large enough for the increased return to overcome the
transactions costs without so increasing specific risk that no advantage
accrues to the investor. Although we have treated the investor as certain
about his own appreciation of the parameters of the distributions of
return, it would be more reasonable to presume that he also treats them114 Chapter Three
as random and so as giving rise to risk. Without (costly) investigation by
the investor, we might suppose that the dispersion of his subjective
distribution is such that it rules out pursuing any small perceived above-
normal return. At the same time, we may assume that the expected
return from investigation to bring the posterior dispersion down is less
than the cost. If all this is the case, failure by most investors to hold a
particular security cannot be taken to indicate that only those with
unusually favorable opinions of the security do hold it. Any investor's not
holding a particular security suggests only that she does not perceive it to
offer very unusually favorable opportunities, not necessarily that she
considers it a poor investment.
These arguments make it reasonable to suppose that an investor's
opinions about the securities he does hold in small quantities represent
average or typical opinion rather than extreme ones. Given that an
investor may hold a fairly large fraction of the securities about which he
has well-informed opinions, it is then the case that many of these opinions
will tend to be near the means of their distributions. For securities for
which his opinions are unusually favorable, an investor will, of course,
have a large holding while he will hold none of the securities he judges a
relatively poor investment.
This behavior does not upset the basic pricing of the diversification
model, although its derivation does rely on an investor's small holdings
tending to represent an average opinion. That this condition may obtain
is rendered more likely by the model's being potentially self-fulfilling.
Suppose that the diversification model does apply to the expected values
across investors of the parameters. Suppose also, as we have been
arguing, that a large part of an investor's beliefs and portfolio holdings
correspond reasonably closely to these values (so that his values of the
parameters aki correspond to the market coefficients). Then this investor
may reasonably assume that any security which he has not investigated in
detail will be found on investigation to offer only an expected return and
coefficients for the factors that would not make it a clearly compelling
candidate for inclusion or exclusion in a portfolio. That is, he can base his
expectations about securities about which he does not have reliable,
independent information on the market's valuation. As a result, the
market parameters do represent the average of informed opinion, which
is then joined by the typical uninformed opinions of those who do not
hold the security. Such expectations are exactly what we need to preserve
the validity of the diversification model.
When we consider whether heterogeneous expectations and prohibi-
tion (or large costs) of short-selling destroy the validity of the diversifica-
tion argument, the crucial question is why a typical investor does not hold
a particular security. If the reason is that she does not really know much
about the security, or that she thinks its value is about right but that it115 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
offers only opportunities roughly equivalent to ones available from secur-
ities she already holds, no problems arise. If the omission can be ex-
plained only by her perceiving that the security offers a poor return
relative to the ones she holds, then diversity of expectations and restric-
tions on short-selling would destroy the basis of the argument.
Our discussion has concentrated on diversity of evaluations of the
firm-specific parameters |xyi and ^jki. Another cause of diverse expecta-
tions raises far less difficulty, as Ross (1977) has noted. We have treated
the common factors fk as having mean zero—with |xy absorbing any
nonzero means that actual factors may have. Instead, we may regard the
factors as quantities requiring forecast, such as economic activity, interest
rates, inflation, or even "regulatory climate." Differences of opinion
might result from different forecasts of these quantities. Specifically we
might assume that
K
(3.2-32) M7 = 7;o+ 2 ijkV'k'
k=\
Suppose that diversity of expectations arises from investors' having dif-
ferent values for \xk, say, \iki, so that
K
(3.2-33) iit.. = yj0+ % yk[xki. k= 1
Equation (3.2-5) now becomes
K K






This is of the same form as (3.2-5). Investors adjust their exposure to the
fk so as to alter their marginal utilities to offset forecast differences with
the result that the linear objective structure of valuation is preserved.
3.2.4 Differential Tax Treatment of Investors
This discussion has centered around random differences in the per-
ceived returns. There may also be systematic differences among indi-
vidual investors arising from different tax treatments of various parts of
return streams. The tax laws do make distinctions among different types
of returns associated with a particular security. Specifically, the dividend116 Chapter Three
and capital gains components of total returns may be taxed differently. In
addition, different investors are taxed at different rates on the two
components. Incorporating this feature of actual investment situations in
the model introduces some serious empirical implications about the
extent to which diversification does occur.
Suppose two types of returns are associated with a security, rj and rj,
taxed in the case of investor i at the rates t] and tj, respectively. Let s] =
(1 - t}) and s
2t - (1 - if) be the after-tax proportions of returns that come
to investor i from the two sources. Equation (3.2-1) now becomes
(3.2-35) rj = rj + rj
= \*i + lLJ+ I (l]k + l%)fk + ej + ej.
fc=l
The relevant return for investor / is
(3.2-36) rn = s\r) + s\rj
= sjixj + sjtf + 3, i (yfe] + »/}„£)&
+ e)s\ + ejs].
The equation to be derived from the first-order conditions, correspond-
ing to (3.2-5), is




Extensive diversification would imply that the pj obey the linear equa-
tions obtained by dropping the last term in equation (3.2-37). In general,
this will not be possible when there are many investors unless tax rates
do not vary across them or the proportions of the two types of returns are
constant across securities. Neither condition seems very plausible.
For example, extensive diversification would require inter alia that
(fijsj + \y?jsf)aOi be the same for all investors. This will not be the case
unless we can write the term (|i)s* + \tfsf) as the product of parameters (J>;
and 6, in the form
(3.2-38) W^fatf + vtf)
for all j and /. The same type of requirement applies to other terms in
(3.2-37).
Differential tax treatments raise a very serious problem for the diver-
sification theory if it is presumed that the diversified portfolios contain
securities with significantly different splits between the dividend and the
capital-gain components of return and are held by individuals with differ-
ent rates of taxation. Whether this presumption is justified is less clear.
There are many major institutional investors, such as pension funds and117 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
endowment funds, for which the distinction between income and capital
gains is immaterial because no differences arise in their tax treatment.
Such investors dominate the market for many securities in the sense that
they are between them the principal holders. If these investors have
extensively diversified portfolios, then the model will be applicable for
the securities that they do hold in small quantities. Insofar as other
investors receive different returns due to taxes, one would expect them to
diversify over other securities, especially if restrictions on negative
holdings
8 apply or there are costs associated with the number of securities
held. The diversification argument does not preclude different valuation
equations for securities held in different portfolios provided that they are
not connected through portfolios in which there are diversified holdings
of the different types of securities.
The existence of differential tax treatments of dividends and capital
gains raises problems for other valuation theories, including the CAPM.
It also raises a fundamental question concerning the justification for a
firm's paying dividends at all. Our argument may account for dividend-
paying behavior. If common-stock valuation is dominated by institutional
investors not affected by tax differences, then the valuation formula of
the diversification model holds without distinguishing the forms that
returns may take. The possibility of dividend policy significantly affecting
valuation through tax effects is therefore removed and only other reasons
for retaining earnings (including their effects on expected returns) remain
relevant.
3.2.5 Comparison with Other Valuation Models
The arguments for the applicability of the diversification model are
hardly conclusive when heterogeneity of expectations is recognized. The
validity of the other main candidates is unfortunately no more clear.
These are the CAPM and Ross's (1976, 1977) strikingly original APT.
Like Ross's argument, our reasoning relies on diversification to elimi-
nate risks specific to the security and produces the same conclusions.
Ross's original argument is easily summarized. Provided that negative
holdings are permitted on the same terms as positive ones, an investor
can hold a portfolio with zero net cost to himself. That is, he can form a
portfolio with holdings vja such that
(3.2-39) i^jaPj-O.
8. Negative holdings—that is, short sales—in which the different types of return receive
the same tax treatment as positive holdings certainly are not feasible. It may be worth noting
that Blume and Friend (1975) found that the portfolios of individuals are not extensively
diversified.118 Chapter Three
Second, he can choose this portfolio in such a way that the effects of each
systematic factor cancel out and the portfolio return is not affected by the
values taken on by these factors; that is, the portfolio is such that
(3.2-40) ivJaljk = 0, k = l,...,K.
7 = 1
If there are many securities, then the portfolio can also be diversified so
that the holding of any one security is small. The return to the portfolio is
(X/=i|x;v/a + 2/=ie;-v;-fl). With adequate diversification, the second term can be treated as zero. The first term then can be taken as yielding the
certain return on a costless portfolio. It "should" be zero since otherwise
profitable opportunities would exist to invest costlessly and receive a
riskless, positive return. The condition that X/=i|xyv;fl = 0 for all vja obeying both (3.2-39) and (3.2-40) implies that there are coefficients ak,
k = 0, . . . ,K, such that
K
(3.2-41) pj = \LjaQ+ 2 yjkak.
This is also the conclusion of the diversification argument.
Arbitrage in the sense used in this argument clearly requires that
negative holdings be possible costlessly. The relevance of a pure arbitrage
argument when this is not the case may seem slim.
9 The advantage of the
diversification argument is that it is not vulnerable to a constraint against
negative holdings. The nature of the argument is also different. The APT
relies on a property of market equilibrium and the law of large numbers
to infer the structure of equilibrium prices. The diversification argument
uses a stylized "fact" about utility-maximizing investors to infer the
structure of security prices they face.
Diversity of expectations about expected return or factor coefficients
also makes a pure arbitrage argument implausible. Different investors
presumably would perceive different arbitrage possibilities, and it would
9. Surprisingly, Roll and Ross (1980) try to argue that negative holdings are not needed
for the model because it must also "work" in differential form around the investors'
(positive) holdings. However, this requires diversification to be valid. Specifically, consider
a differential portfolio change, dvjh i = 1, . . . , /such that Sy^p/ty,: = 0 and 2/= i-yy7fc<fy, =
0, k = 1, . . . , K (so that the change has the properties of an arbitrage portfolio). The
argument then appears to be that 2/= x (jL;,rfv;/ = 0 because no increase in risk will be introduced into the portfolio by the change. But this argument does require diversification.
Let aif be the variance of e,-. Then the differential change in portfolio variance will be
S/= i VjfP-dVji. This will be of the same order of magnitude as 2/= i M-/ty< unless the VJ,<TJ for
which dvji are nonzero are themselves infinitesimal. Thus the portfolio's holdings of these
securities must be extensively diversified. While this differential argument does not itself
support the arbitrage argument, it does indicate that if diversification occurs in the port-
folios of investors who would exploit potential arbitrage opportunities, then the APT
pricing must exist even if these investors are not expected utility maximizers.119 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
not be possible for the market to eliminate them for all investors. Hence,
with diverse expectations within the context of the model (3.2-1), inves-
tors must be presumed to perceive arbitrage possibilities that they are not
able to exploit extensively for some reason. As Ross (1977) noted,
however, the arbitrage argument is robust to diversity of expectations
over the expected value of the factors of the sort we considered in
(3.2-32), just as is the diversification argument.
The other alternative to the diversification model is the CAPM. The
CAPM is a general-equilibrium theory based on the hypothesis that all
investors' utility functions can be defined over the means and variances of
their portfolios. Letting oijh be the covariance of return/ with return h, the
first-order conditions yield
(3.2-42) pj^tyQi + tytX ajhvhi.
h = 1
Aggregation and the imposition of the equilibrium condition
Xf = i vy7 = rij, with rij being the total number of shares of security ; out-
standing and / the number of investors, produce
(3.2-43) pj=\LjQ + ty % (j>Jhnh.
h = 1
Equation (3.2-43) indicates that the market adjusts prices so that the
market portfolio—that is, a portfolio with holdings proportional to n}—is
mean-variance efficient. Equation (3.2-43) can be manipulated to give
the standard expression for the CAPM:
(3.2-44) P/ = P + (Pm-p)fy,
where (3y is the regression coefficient of the/th rate of return on the rate of
return of the market portfolio, pm is the expected rate of return on the
market portfolio, and p is the expected rate of return on a portfolio
uncorrelated with the market and is the rate of return on the risk-free
security if it exists. Equation (3.2-44) corresponds to (3.2-15). However,
as Roll (1977) emphasized, it is a direct implication of (3.2-43) and can
only be tested using exactly the market portfolio.
The impracticality of the CAPM disappears when the return assump-
tion (3.2-1) is also made. Letting ^km be the covariance of the factors^
and fm, the variances and covariances can be expressed as
K K
(3.2-45) 0)/y= X X Ijkljn&km + *j ,
k = 1 m = 1
K K
Ujh= X X Ijklhmikm, j±h.
k=lm=1
Here aj is the variance of the specific factor e;. The price equation
(3.2-42) can now be written120 Chapter Three
(3.2-46) Pj = iij/(l + p) + ^k%iyJkJLifii^myhmnh +
= |X//(1 + p) + 2 yjktyk + tyvfrij.
If ay rij is small relative to the middle terms (which arise from the covar-
iances of return / with the common factors), then we can safely approxi-
mate (3.2-46) by (3.2-9), the valuation equation that is implied by diver-
sification. If this is the case, it will also be the case that the portfolios
chosen by investors can be considered extensively diversified in the sense
used in section 3.2.1. Similarly, (3.2-15) approximates (3.2-44) when the
specific risk term in (3.2-46) is small. In other words, when the return
assumption (3.2-1) is made and when specific risks are small in the
economy relative to systematic risks, the prices arising from the CAPM
are well approximated by the APT formula.
When (3.2-1) does not hold, the CAPM encounters what is at present
the insurmountable problem of measuring fy in a way which would make
the approach valid, since the market portfolio cannot be measured in the
appropriate way. This removes a large part of the attraction of the theory
since the mean-variance utility-maximizing hypothesis and the uniform
nature of all investors' behavior are not very appealing. While the CAPM
can be widened to allow nonmarketable returns as Mayers (1972)
showed, the sum of these nonmarketable incomes would also need to be
measured accurately. The conditions needed to obtain the CAPM in a
multiperiod setting are very strong as Fama (1970) and Merton (1971)
showed, and it is questionable if a wider model can be given empirical
content without a factor type specification. As we shall see in section 3.4,
the assumption (3.2-1) is very convenient for giving empirical content to
the valuation theory, quite apart from its allowing conclusions to be
drawn from the weaker assumptions about investor behavior of the
diversification model.
The CAPM is quite robust to some forms of diversity of expectations if
short-selling is costless. However, it is vulnerable to restrictions on
short-selling and to other restrictions on investors' holdings when there
are heterogeneous expectations or when other conditions prevent inves-
tors' optimal risky portfolios from being proportional to the market
portfolio. Analysis then becomes difficult as Levy (1978) and Jarrow
(1980) demonstrated, and useful valuation formulae cannot be derived.
The measurement difficulties and the implications of the CAPM about
portfolio holdings that are contrary to observation make the diversifica-
tion model appear a more promising valuation approach on which to base
empirical work.
The tests we shall conduct later will use the sort of regression coef-
ficients that are normally considered to test the CAPM. However, our
justification for their use does not require the validity of the CAPM and
the corresponding appropriateness of market indexes. As we explain in121 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
section 3.4, these coefficients can be treated as reliable proxies for the
factor coefficients.
3.3 Expected Returns and Earnings Growth
A number of tests of the diversification model are possible. The main
prediction of the theory is that the prices of securities will be linearly
related to their (ex ante) expected returns and their coefficients, 7,*., of the
factors in equation (3.2-1). Equivalently, expected rates of return will be
linear functions of these coefficients. When ex ante expectations are
equated to the mathematical expectations of the returns that can be
observed, the most direct approach would be to estimate the model
(3.2-1), expressed in rate of return form, using factor analysis, and test
the hypothesis of the diversification model as a restriction on the para-
meters. Similarly, using data on r;, u,;, and 7,^ might be estimated and
related to price data.
Such investigations are largely beyond the capabilities of the data set
being used in this study. Furthermore, by concentrating on ex post
returns, this approach presumes that expectations held by the investors
correspond to the actual parameters of the distribution of returns. In
consequence, it would throw no light on the role and nature of expecta-
tions of the sort we have been studying. Our objective in the present
section is to express the expectations of returns in terms of the growth
rates we have collected and to consider to what extent the return struc-
ture of the diversification model remains reasonable within this
framework. The hypothesis about investors' expectations is very simple
because of the fact that the useful expectations we were able to collect
concerned only growth rates of earnings per share.
The quantity about which expectations are formed in the valuation
model is the total return to a security, denoted by r,. Presumably, the
gross return to the holder of a share is the dividend paid in the period plus
the price of the share at the end of the period. Let t represent the time
subscript, which will always be the last subscript. The current period is
denoted by zero. Let djt be the dividend paid in the period immediately
preceding / so that the prices pjt are ex dividend. For simplicity, we




(3.3-2) H = E(rjt) = E{djt+1) + E(pjt+1).
Expression (3.3-2) depends on the price of the security in the next
period. It does not take a very perceptive investor to realize that next
period's price is relevant to his returns or that other investors' attitudes122 Chapter Three
(even irrational ones) toward the securities in the next period will affect
the prices in that period. But it is not clear what the investor should
assume about these matters. Indeed, the problems involved in Keynes's
(1936) celebrated beauty contest may easily manifest themselves in the
market. Self-fulfilling forecasts, based on no sensible valuation of the
assets of a company, could in some periods even dominate the determina-
tion of the price of its shares. The history of speculative bubbles or the
problems involved with the valuation of assets such as Picasso paintings
must cause some doubts about formulations which tie the expectations of
investors to features of securities in which they invest. But some such
formulation must be used if the theory is not to be an empty bit of logic.
Suppose that utility-maximizing investors with extensively diversified
portfolios believe that prices in the future will be formed in the manner
suggested by the diversification theory in equation (3.2-9). That is,
assume investors believe that
K
(3.3-3) pJt =
where the time subscripts recognize that, in principle, all quantities in
(3.3-3) may change over time. We may then presume that investors form
their expectations of p}t by taking expectations of the right-hand side of
(3.3-3) so that (3.3-2) becomes
(3.3-4) \Ljt = E{dUt+l)
K
+ 2 7;*,
We can see from this expression that risk arises from two sources. First,
the valuation coefficients akt may change; second, the evaluation of the
firm-specific parameters |x7, and yjkt may change. In the latter case,
probably the most important source of change is a potential reevaluation
of the earnings (and hence dividend) prospects of the company.
Repeated substitution of (3.2-4) for |x;f in itself yields
(3.3-5) v.j0 = E(dji) + E\:
This involves a formidable number of terms and expectations, including
the products of the a^ coefficients. Considerable simplification is needed
if anything useful is to be said about valuation. This can be achieved by
assuming that the expected values of the valuation coefficients formed at123 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
time zero (conditional on any intervening terms) are all equal in the sense
that
(3.3-6) E(akt) = ak0, k = 1, . . . , K,
(3.3-7) ljkt = ljk,
and
(3.3-8)
Assumption (3.3-6) is needed mainly for notational convenience and can
be easily relaxed. The same is less true for (3.3-7) only in the sense that we
shall need constant values to give empirical content to the model.
Assumption (3.3-8) can be relaxed less readily and only partially without
the danger of introducing possibly serious nonlinearities into the diver-
sification model. Assumptions (3.3-6) to (3.3-8) and the additional
assumption that the a^ are independent of djt, of yjkt, and of akt allow us to
write (3.3-5) as
(3.3-9) \LJO = ^oa'oE(4,+i) = XcfQXak->iik.
Determination of u,/0 now depends on the future path of dividends. The
easiest assumption to make about dividends is that they are expected to
grow (indefinitely) at a constant rate gy so that E(dJt) = djO(l + g;)
f. When
it is recalled that we can express a0 as 1/(1 + p), where p is the risk-free
interest rate, (3.2-9) becomes
(3.3-io) PjO = djOi(i
4 j ) fMjA + p)/p.
This equation can be written as
(3.3-11) gj + (1 + gj)dJ0/pj0 = p - (1 + p) I
The expression on the left-hand side of (3.3-11) can be interpreted by
supposing for the moment that the price of a security can be expressed as
the present value of the expected stream of dividends discounted at the
(constant) expected rate of return to the security, p,. That is, if we assume
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(3.3-12) #o = 3i
then we can solve for p; as
(3.3-13) Pj = gj+(lj
We can therefore interpret (3.3-11) as being an equation for the expected
rate of return to security j, and so it corresponds to the expected rate of
return equation (3.2-15). If dividends in the next period, or their ex-
pected values, are known, then equation (3.3-13) becomes
(3.3-14) Pj = gj + djl/pjo,
which also becomes the expression in (3.3-11). With dJ0 in place of d;1,
(3.3-14) gives the formula when a continuous time model is used.
Instead of expressing the model in terms of expected rates of return in
(3.3-11), we could divide (3.3-10) by earnings to obtain
(3.3-15) pj0/ej0 = [(1 + gj)/(p - gjj\dj0/ej0
K
k=\
This formulation brings out the relationship between our valuation model
and more traditional approaches based on earnings multiples such as that
by Williams (1938). There the risk term is ignored so that the valuation
expression is given by only the first term of the right-hand side of (3.3-15).
These traditional formulations have a number of formidable draw-
backs which apply here too. Their derivations are inapplicable in cases
where no dividends are paid. They lead to an infinite value for the
security when g;^p. They require projecting differential growth rates
from here to kingdom-come at a constant rate. This last drawback would
seem to render the model particularly inappropriate for use with growth-
rate projections such as ours that were specifically made for limited
periods of time.
Such difficulties have led several writers to formulate finite-horizon
models for share prices. The basic idea is that dividends and earnings are
assumed to grow at rate g; for Tperiods. They then either stop growing or
else proceed to grow only at some normal rate, such as the general rate of
growth of the economy. In some models, the growth rate is assumed to
revert to the final growth rate in stages, or according to a smooth decay
function. Correspondingly, dividends may return in any one of several
ways to some standard payout ratio consistent with a continuation of
normal growth corresponding to that of the economy as a whole.125 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
There is a large family of explicit models that can be developed from
these approaches. They tend to share two features. First, they are apt to
be nonlinear in the important quantities. Second, they all depend on the
same rather limited list of variables. Thus the various formulations based
on the discounted-dividends approach all suggest that there is an implicit
function of the form
(3.3-16) f(Pj,gj,djO,ejO) = 0.
In the context of the diversification model, p; includes [XjO,pJO, and also the
terms 2f= i T^a* which enter jx; by being logically part of future prices. In
principle we can solve (3.3-16) for |x;0. Suppose that we can write this
solution as
K
(3.3-17) |xyo = eJ0 ix(gj,djo/ejo, £ i 7,*^/ e,o).
Then, dividing (3.2-9) by ej0 and assuming a linear approximation for |x in
(3.3-17), we obtain
(3.3-18) pJ0/ej0 = co + ctfj + c2d}0/eJ0
K
+ 2 ck+2yjk/eJ0. k=\
A still better approximation might arise from using quadratic terms from
(3.3-17) as well. However, some experiments using the explicit limited-
horizon model of Malkiel (1963) indicated that a linear equation such as
(3.3-18) fitted very well over a wide range of parameter values and growth
rates and was a good approximation for the true nonlinear model. These
same formulations also arise as approximations when the price-formation
equations are taken as the starting point for the derivation of expected
return p;.
The conclusion of these arguments is that, although the constant
growth-rate and constant expected-return models may seem implausible,
they may serve as an adequate linear approximation. The specific for-
mulation we use is geared to the data available, concentrating on the
growth rates of earnings. However, we do have both short- and long-term
growth rates available, and we found that they were not closely related.
There is a large variety of two-parameter models for earnings that could
be expressed in terms of long- and short-term growth rates. Rather than
adopt any specific such model, we shall assume that the short-term
growth rate may appear as another argument in (3.3-17) and so as an
additional variable in (3.3-18).
Our subsequent empirical work is based on relying on the adequacy of
this linear approximation without explicitly assuming a particular process
for earnings growth and retention. In addition, however, we shall investi-
gate one explicit formulation for py based on the simple model (3.3-14) to
which the valuation model (3.3-11) is supposed to apply.126 Chapter Three
Having adopted a more specific (though approximate) hypothesis
about expected returns, we now need to examine to what extent the
critical aspects of (3.2-1) needed for the diversification model seem
reasonable. The question is whether the assumptions that prices follow
(3.2-9), that expectations are formed in the way discussed, and that
diversification is observed are all internally consistent.
Equations (3.2-9) and (3.3-1) allow us to write the actual return as
(3.3-19) rjo^d
Assume that the yjk are constant. Then using (3.3-4) we obtain




where Eo indicates the expectation as of time zero. Now assume that the
factor model applies to unexpected changes in dividends and expected
returns (or capital gains if a0 is constant) in the sense that
(3.3-21) dji - E0(dn) = Jt bJkfkl + e;1
and
K
(3.3-22) |x,-i - E0(\xn) = ^^jkfki + ^l/i •
Using specification (3.3-17) for |x;, equation (3.3-22) suggests that the
factors reflect any systematic influences that affect dividends or earnings
of firms and their growth prospects as well as future discount rates. If we
assume temporarily that the ak coefficients are all constant, we obtain
K
(3.3-23) rj0 - (x/0 = £ i (hjk + aQ^jk)fk + e;1 + ao-nA. It is natural then to equate the coefficients (hjk + ao<frjk) with yJk and (e;1 + flo^/i) with
 ei> The main difficulty here is that a0 may well change so
that the ^jk would also change and do so by more than a factor of
proportion constant across companies. Although the model could be
developed without further difficulty using the coefficients hjk and fy}k as
(separate) yjk coefficients, we would then need separate ways of obtain-
ing estimates of these coefficients. This would require development of
models for dividends and earnings growth going far beyond the scope of
the present study. Furthermore, we have already suggested that simple
formulations provide adequate approximations to the more complicated
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therefore we shall assume that (bjk + ao$jk) = -yjk. We can then express (3.3-20) as
K
(3.3-24) r0 - n-o = «oo ^ Ijkfk + («oi
k=\
This specification is close to the bilinear form hypothesized in section
3.2.2 which, though nonlinear in factors, does give rise to the valuation
model in equation (3.2-9). This valuation equation itself was used in
obtaining equation (3.3-23) so that the formulation we have adopted is
self-consistent, given the various approximations assumed. The key one
among them is that yjk can be regarded as constant.
1
0 This might be
relaxed while maintaining the spirit of the diversification model, but only
by producing major additional programs to obtain useful empirical mea-
sures of risk.
3.4 Specification of Risk Measures
Our problem in the previous section concerned relating the data on
expected earnings growth to the valuation model. Relevant data are not
available on the perceptions of market participants about risk, and we
shall have to presume that parameters estimated from ex post data
correspond to investors' perceptions. The resulting variables of necessity
are mainly ex post measures derived from realized data rather than true
ex ante data representing the views actually expressed by investors. We
shall find, however, that our data do permit the development of one ex
ante risk measure that proves quite serviceable.
The approach we take to obtain risk measures is more easily explained
by considering the coefficients yjk in (3.2-1) than those in the more
complicated equation (3.3-23). We shall, however, assume that over time
the coefficients are more stable if we estimate in rate of return form. That
is, we shall assume that (3.2-16) holds over time and consider estimating
the parameters aJk. This choice was made partly to increase comparabil-
ity with other valuation studies.
The data set available to us makes estimation of the ot;Vfc coefficients by
factor analysis impractical. We therefore adopt a different procedure,
10. As equation (3.3-23) makes clear, one of the yik coefficients should be £O(MVI)- Like
the problem encountered with combining (3.3-19) and (3.3-20), this raises the problem that
the yjk are not likely to be constant over time rather than directly attacking the valuation
formulation. The assumption might be made more palatable by presuming something like
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which may not be inferior and which bears an immediate connection to
most recent investigations of valuation models. This involves regressing
experienced rates of return of each company on various market or
economy-wide indexes. The standard empirical approach to the CAPM
uses such regression coefficients; but if (3.2-1) is not correct, this proce-
dure is subject to the criticism of Roll (1977) that the market portfolio
must be correctly specified before useful measures can be derived. Fortu-
nately, the assumptions of the diversification model permit use of such
regression coefficients, though not without some econometric difficulties.
To bring out the essence of the argument, assume for a moment that
there is only one factor so that we can write (3.2-16) as
(3.4-1) irjt=pj + ajft + eJt.
Since/ is unobservable, we can normalize it by assuming that E(f
2) = 1.
Let aj = E(ejt). We can try to represent ft by an "index" gt, a weighted
sum of individual security returns with weights consisting of vjg
(j - 1, ...,/) units of each security. (With actual indexes, many v]g are
zero.) The rate of return to this index is
j j j
(3.4-2) ngt = X pjvig = XffiLjVjg = X ejtvjg ;1 yl ;1
Thus the index also is a linear function of the common factor ft and of a
random term. The covariance of this index with the return to security; is
given by
(3.4-3) E(>ngt - pg)(TTJt - P/) = E(f,ag + egt)(ffitj + ejt)
since, by assumption,/ not only has unit variance but also is independent
of all ejt, which are assumed to be independent of each other. If the
returns are normally distributed,
1
1 the regression of the rate of return of
each security, TT;Y, on the rate of return of the index, Ttgt, has population
regression coefficient
(3.4-4) ^ = E[(*gt - Pg)(irJt - Pj)VE[(>rrgt - pg)
2]
11. The normality assumption is required to ease expression of the expected value of the
regression coefficients. Without it, analogous expressions hold for the expectations though
with different explicit interpretations of some coefficients and all formulae hold asymptoti-
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Equation (3.4-4) indicates that the regression coefficient is a linear com-
bination of the systematic risk and of the specific risk associated with
security/. The second term depends on the size of vjg relative to the total
holdings of securities incorporated in the index and on the variance of aj
of the specific risk of the security. If vjg can be considered to be small, $gj
may be taken to be proportional to the coefficient a; needed for specifying
the valuation equation. The factor of proportion Q1 is the same for all
securities. As a result, this measure would be quite adequate for inves-
tigations of the valuation model since that model does not provide
hypotheses about the numerical values of the coefficients ak in (3.2-9) or
bk in (3.2-15).
Whether one can safely ignore the specific-risk term in equation (3.4-4)
depends partly on the index being used. Major indexes are heavily
weighted with precisely the leading securities that we have been studying.
Indeed, one might feel that an index which included none of these
securities was a rather odd construction. However, if the index can be
taken to represent a fairly extensively diversified portfolio, then the
reasoning that suggests that the security's own variation can be consid-
ered trivial for purposes of valuation also suggests that the term ajvjg in
(3.4-4) may be ignored. Thus, if the diversification argument is appropri-
ate, the use of the regression coefficient Pg, calculated from a broadly
based index is appropriate. It is not required, as it would be if only the
general CAPM were valid, that the index represent the true "market."
The essence of the argument is that the index may itself be regarded as
a measure of ft which is subject to an error of observation. However, with
an adequately diversified index, the measurement error does not produce
a serious bias since, with the second term in (3.4-4) negligible, Pg; = to^
with 0X having the same value for each security.
The variables on which the regressions are run need not be limited to
one index, or indeed even to market indexes. Instead, we can also use
other quantities such as national income or inflation with which we expect
earnings or dividends to be correlated or with which the market-valuation
parameters might vary. We can also use rates of return of other securities
or other common factors. Extension to more variables may cause some
problems of interpretation, however.
Suppose that an //-element vector of variables xt is available on which
we can regress the rate of return of each security. Let these variables be
such that we can describe them as
(3.4-5) JC; = 4>6+/;$ + II;,
where ft is now the ^-element vector of true factor values, $ is the Kx H
matrix of (population) coefficients for the (hypothetical) regression of xt
on ft, and r\t is the vector of residuals from this regression. We shall treat
these residuals as random variables with the usual regression assump-130 Chapter Three
tions, namely, that they have mean zero and variance/covariance matrix
S. The assumption that (3.2-1) fully describes all relevant correlations of
returns with other quantities, which is the key to the diversification
model, leads to the assumption that all residuals of the equations (3.4-1)
for the rates of return of the individual securities, ejt, are independent of
the vector -n,.
Our suggested procedure is to regress the separate rates of return ir,, on
the variables xt (augmented by a constant). The regression is thus of the
form
(3.4-6) TTjt = 8
/0 wjt
where 8; is the vector of estimated regression coefficients and wjt are the
residuals. Since we will want to use tj in place of a,, the A^-element vector
of factor loadings ajk from (3.2-16), we are concerned with the rela-
tionship of tj to ay.
Suppose that Xis the T x //matrix whose rows are the observations on
(xt - x) to be used in calculating the regression, x being the vector of
average observations of xt. Let Fbe the T x # matrix whose rows are the
corresponding f't vectors and iry be the corresponding 7x1 vector with
typical element (ir,, - 2,J=1TTjt/T). For the moment let e; designate the
T x 1 vector with typical element ejt. Then the estimates of Sy of (3.4-6)







The last equality in (3.4-7) arises from assuming that ey is independent of
X. Note that a is the expected value of the regression coefficients in the
(multivariate) reverse regression of FonX. The supplementary specifica-
tion (3.4-5) was not used in obtaining (3.4-7), and it serves only to make it
reasonable to assume that the estimates 67 have the usual properties. With
(3.4-5), the "true" residual of (3.4-6) becomes
(3.4-8) wJt = TTjt - x'tb
= ejt+(f't-x'ta)aj
While this is not necessarily independent of xt, it can be considered
orthogonal to it since ejt is and the remaining terms are the (population)
residuals of the reverse regression.
1
2
12. The difficulties here are overcome if we assume that all variables are normally
distributed. Then the reverse regression is as appropriate as (3.4-5). If we let E(f,f,') = M, a131 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
Equation (3.4-7) expresses 8, as a linear transformation of the coef-
ficients OLJ, with the same transformation being used for each company.
Several aspects of this transformation are worth noting. First, even if
there are as many variables as factors, i.e., if H = K, and there is a
one-to-one correspondence of factors to variables in the sense that 4> = /,
8; is a biased estimate of ay. This bias results in each element of 8y being a
linear combination of all the elements of a;. To avoid this, we would need
E{F'F) and S as well as $ to be diagonal, so that X'X could also be
expected to be diagonal. This does not happen to be a condition that
appears to be met in our data. Without these conditions, E will not be
diagonal so that any one 8, coefficient will combine the effects of several
factors. One must therefore be cautious in interpreting the elements of 8y
as giving the effects of the factors to which the corresponding elements of
xt correspond most directly.
More thorny, but still tractable, problems arise when the number of
x-variables is not the same as the number of factors. In the event that
there are more x-variables than factors, i.e., if H>K, it will not be the
case that only K of the 8, coefficients will be nonzero; instead, normally all
these population coefficients will differ from zero. One can therefore
expect their estimates also to be nonzero. What will be the case is that
there will be a linear relationship among the population coefficients.
When a set of J companies is considered, with the 8, vector for each being
estimated, then the cross-product matrix of the true regression coef-
ficients would be singular in the sense that
(3.4-9) E\
and so the matrix in (3.4-9) is of (at most) rank K. Thus, if we were able to
use the true coefficients 8, in place of a; (or y}) to estimate the valuation
model, we would be confronted with perfect multicollinearity if we had
more 8y coefficients than there were a; coefficients. This problem would
also arise if there were fewer a.jk coefficients than factors, as (3.2-18)
suggests might be the case, and we had as many 8, as there were factors.
The true values of 8; are no more available than are the true ay
coefficients. All we can use are estimated coefficients 6y, and these
coefficients do not share the property of the population parameters
revealed in (3.4-9). These estimated coefficients, of course, differ from
the true population parameters by the usual estimation error, say, Uj.
That is, what we have available are
little manipulation gives us that S = [<$>'M<$> + S]
 l$'M and wjt is both independent of xt
and normally distributed. Similarly, if we have a large sample and if M = p lim F'FIT, then
again we can express/? lima = [$M'<|> + S] ~
lQ'M, and the orthogonality of wtito Praises
no difficulties for large samples since p lim w) XIT = 0.132 Chapter Three
(3.4-10)
+ Uj ,
Let hj = E(wjt), with Wjt being the residual in (3.4-8). Presuming that it
does have the usual regression properties yields the usual formula
(3.4-11) E(ujuj) = E$j - hj)(bj - 8,)'
As a result, corresponding to (3.4-9), we obtain
(3.4-12) E\_£ (g,-6;)//| = H XoLjOLJ/Ja'
x hj/j)(x'xy\
which is of full rank. We would then apparently be able to use all 8;
coefficients in estimating a valuation equation even though there are
more of them than factors.
The estimation errors present in the 6, coefficients act as measurement
errors when we turn to estimation of the valuation equation. The major
consequence of this is that all 8y coefficients can be expected to have
nonzero estimated effects in the valuation equation even though there are
more of them than of the a; coefficients. More disconcerting, other risk
variables, provided they do have some correlation with the <x;, will appear
to enter the valuation equations even though (3.4-5) is correct and //> K.
The reason is the same as the reason why the 8; coefficients can all be
nonzero even when H>K. Indeed, expression (3.4-10) relates 8; to a; in
the same sort of way that (3.4-5) related to xt toft. This would also be the
case for having still other risk measures. It is therefore fortunate that
solutions are available to the problems caused by 8; being subject to
estimation error.
The structure of the cross-product matrix of 8y given in (3.4-12) corre-
sponds closely to the one assumed by the model used in statistical factor
analysis. However, X/=i {hjlJ){X'X)~
l is not a diagonal matrix, as is
usually required for factor analysis. Balanced against this difficulty is the
fact that (X'X) is known. As a result, the applicability of the factor-
analysis model can be investigated (through using a different metric for
8;) and we are able to investigate from the regression coefficients, all of
which may differ significantly from zero, how many underlying common-
factor coefficients are actually present in security returns.
Determining the number of linearly independent 8y coefficients indi-
cates the number of -y, coefficients that the diversification model suggests
should be present in the valuation equation, but it does not solve the
errors-in-variables problem also presented by the 8;. The structure of the
cross-product matrix shown in (3.4-12) and the fact that hj can be esti-133 Valuation Models and Earnings Growth
mated along with 5; mean that we can correct for the estimation errors in
8;. The procedure, developed in Cragg (1982), yields consistent estimates
not of the ak coefficients of (3.2-9) since a; or -yy are not estimated directly,
but it will consistently estimate the vector a'Q ~*, where a is the vector of
valuation coefficients. More important, other coefficients, including
those of other possible explanatory variables, will now be estimated
consistently. Thus, testing whether these coefficients are zero does test
whether additional variables affect valuation and not simply whether they
may help to proxy the inaccurately measured a,* coefficients. This is
fortunate since two further measures of risk suggest themselves from the
data we shall be using.
The first additional risk variable is the variance of the individual
predictions of long-term growth for each company, referred to as s
2. This
variance may be taken to indicate the extent of uncertainty about the
future rate of growth of the company, which may well be related to the
uncertainty about the future returns of the company's securities. The
variable s
2 may capture some combination of both specific and systematic
risk, since disagreement about the future growth of earnings may come
from different perceptions about the individual companies, or it may
arise from different opinions about the values to be taken on by variables
that affect all companies, such as economic activity or interest rates.
This common-variable interpretation of the variance of the predictions
would conform with our earlier discussion of these forecasts. We found
when examining the forecasts in section 2.2.4 that a common-factor
model might well be appropriate. In section 3.2.3 we noted that differ-
ences of opinion might stem from two sources, one of which has a
common-factor interpretation. Combining the specifications considered
in section 3.2.3 might suggest that
K
(3.4-13) iiji - u,, = yjOi - 7,0 + 2 (yJki - 7/*)(u*i - M*)
k = \
K K
For simplicity in describing the possible nature of s
2, assume that all
individual differences in (3.4-13) are independent of each other so that
we can consider si to measure
(3.4-14)
E\\ X (ljOi - ljOf + X \[i=\ k=i
f
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where /is the number of predictors. Variation in this quantity across firms
arises partly from the variations in the evaluation of the individual firms
but also partly from the differences in the values of the vectors of
predicted values captured in the last term of equation (3.4-14). If this
latter source of disagreement dominates the expression, then the
variance (or the standard deviation) of the predictions of growth might be
considered a measure of systematic risk. If differences of opinion about
individual firms dominate, then it is more a measure of a type of specific
risk. If only systematic risk in the sense of the y]k coefficients matters as
the diversification theory suggests, then s
2g would only be important if the
xt variables used in estimating 8; failed to catch some type of common
factor.
The second risk measure we consider is the estimated residual
variances from the regressions of iryr on xt used to calculate the coef-
ficients tj. More than the previous measures, this one could be taken to be
a measure of specific risk. However, as shown in expression (3.4-8),
systematic risk also enters this variable through the errors-in-variables
problem. Nevertheless, if we first deal with the estimation errors in S;
coefficients, we might then consider use of this residual variance with
these coefficients as a test indicating whether specific risk matters.
Arguments developed in this chapter allow us now to proceed to
investigate the relationships between the predictions of earnings growth
which we collected and the valuation of securities. The approach taken by
the APT, especially using our diversification argument, to establish share
prices provides a valuation equation which is robust to many variations in
the specific assumptions used in its derivation. Given the hypothesis that
many portfolios can be considered extensively diversified, a particular
type of relationship should exist that relates security prices to expected
returns and to risk measures. Reasonable arguments suggest that the
predicted growth rates which we collected are closely related to and can
be used to derive expected returns. Finally, in the present section, we
have indicated how variables corresponding to the relevant risk measures
may be obtained.